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FOREWORD
My dear Railway men
It is concerning to note that the number of
accidents during the quarter ending June 2012 have
increased by more than 100% compared to the
corresponding quarter ending of 2011, i.e., 9 against 4.
Derailments have gone up from 2 to 6 and
accidents at LCs have gone up from 2 to 3. Out of the six
derailments, four were due to track defects, one each
was due to Mechanical defects and combination of
uneven loading, track and wagon defects.
Four out of six derailments were attributed to
failure of Railway staff. Despite intensive efforts,
accidents due to failure of Railway staff continue to
occur. I, therefore urge one and all to put sincere efforts
to spread safety awareness amongst staff and inculcate
safety consciousness by following the procedures
strictly as laid down.
I would like to mention here the two other
safety features which are causing serious concern at all
levels, they are;
 Procedure to be followed during lurch / jerk:
Following a serious accident on a foreign railway



due to non-reporting of lurch by a LP, a review
was conducted on lurch / jerk messages. Arising
out of this review, it has come to light that in
majority cases, the LP and other concerned staff
have failed to follow the laid down instructions.
This is very serious since any deviation in
following the laid down instructions may lead to
accidents involving casualties. Hence, it is
essential that stipulated procedures are followed
strictly to avoid serious accidents.
Of late, a number of cases of non-reversal of
points after the arrival of stopping train has
come to light. You all are aware of the serious
consequences which may occur on account of
late reversal of points. This area also requires
serious attention of all concerned dealing with
this aspect.

I once again urge all readers to make a sincere effort
to strictly follow the laid down rules / procedures in
their day-to-day working and avoid accidents. If the
laid down instructions are followed, I hope the
safety performance will certainly improve.
CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER

Section “A” KNOWLEDGE
Extracts of Railway Board letters

No.2012/SAFETY-I/3/4.

Date: 4th April, 2012.

In a derailment at BHUJ station of western railway on
02.04.2012 the Loco Pilot and 3 front coaches entered into dead end
while the train was being admitted at the terminal station. Prima
Facie of the accident is attributed to failure of train crew to connect
brake pipe from the loco to the first coach and connecting only the
feed pipe at the time of resorting to single pipe working on the train
while attending to ACP. Thus resulting in train becoming un-braked.
The guard also failed to detect zero pressure in the brake pipe from
his pressure gauge in SLR. Crew and guard also failed to perform
continuity test an brake feel test as per GR 4.32 and SR4.32 (9) of
Western Railway.
Railways are directed to launch a 15 day drive to cover the
above aspects during the drive. It should be ensured that whenever
integrity of the rake is disturbed or any brake defect or irregularity,
which affected the continuity of the brake system, is detected or
attending en-route. AIR PRESSURE CONTINUITY TEST MUST BE DONE
BEFORE STARTING THE TRAIN AND BRAKE FEEL TEST SHOULD ALSO
BE DONE IN THE FIRST BLOCK SECTION. Guards should be vigilant so
as to ensure adequacy of the pressure and continuity of the brake
power from the SLR. Proper training to running staff must be
imparted in resetting the ACP handle, isolating the coach, temporary
changing braking system from twin pipe to single pipe, reading signs
of malfunctioning of braking system of the train etc. During the drive,
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emphasis must also be given on ensuring roper checks during primary
maintenance. It must be ensured that brake system including ACP
apparatus, isolating cock and distributor valve are in working order,
especially in newly received coaches. Loco inspectors should be
deputed for pictorial methods of educating the running staff about
defects in the braking system and correct method to rectify the same.
A feedback must be sent to board after conclusion of the drive.
Hon’ble MR has directed that all such lapses must be viewed
very seriously and strict disciplinary action taken against delinquent
staff and responsibility must also be fixed at higher levels of such
failures and occurring on line.
(VINAY MITTAL)
CHAIRMAN, RAILWAY BOARD
Sub:
Ref:

Observance of safety related rules/procedures and practices.
Railway
Board
letter
D.O.No.2011/Safety(A&R)/3/I
4th April,2012.

In spite of repeated instructions, accidents continue to occur over
Indian Railways due to non-observance of safety related rules,
procedures and practices. In the most recent case of Western Railway,
a passenger carrying train entered into a dead end at Bhuj station
while it was being admitted into the station. Prima facie the train
crew was not aware about the proper procedure to be observed while
isolating the braking system of the coach. They apparently failed to
connect the brake pipe from the loco after isolating the coach after
2

ACP on the culprit coach, resulting in the whole train being run
without brake power for almost 30 KMs. Moreover, the ACP
apparatus of the coach, in question which is of recent manufacture
(turned out on line in September 2011) could not be reset, nor the
same could be isolated due to manufacturing in spite of it being a
newly built coach. The drive and guard also failed to conduct the air
pressure continuity check and brake feel test after start as required. A
safety drive has been launched in this regard which should be
scrupulously conducted with all earnestness.
The importance of field inspections to ensure safety in train
operations cannot be over emphasised. Regular and detailed field
inspections by officers and supervisors must be categorically
mandated with at least 10 days a month on line to check safety
related aspects. Inspections should include footplate inspections,
inspections of guard’s brake van, inspections of coaching depots (both
primary and secondary maintenance),sick lines, crew lobbies, cabins
and other areas vulnerable from safety point of view. During footplate
inspections, it must be checked that brake power continuity test and
brake feel test are conducted by the crew and guard as per prescribed
norms. Specific attention must be ensured to observance of rules,
regulations, procedures and correct practices during field and all staff
must be repeatedly sensitized in this regard. CSOs must clearly
3

monitor safety inspections at all levels and put up appraisal of the
inspection notes of officers to you.
All efforts must be made to inculcate safety consciousness
amongst officers, supervisors and other field staff so as to improve
the overall safety environment. You must also sensitise officers
working under your control that no slackness will be tolerated in
respect of any loss, disinterest or inaction in respect of any matter
concerning safety and responsibility shall be fixed at higher levels
wherever warranted.
With best wishes.,
Yours sincerely
(Vinay Mittal)

Sub:

Incidents of Signal Passing at Danger.

Ref:

Railway

Board

letter

No.

No.

201/M(l)466/Misc.

dated25.04.2012.

SPAD cases are a cause of concern. Hon’ble MR in his recent
note has emphasised that safety has to be accorded highest priority.
Considering the serious repercussions which can arise in case of SPAD
such incidences need to be arrested. The following action should be
taken by all Zonal Railways.
4

i) Ensure that all loco running staff booked to work trains have
availed full rest as prescribed at home station and outstation.
ii) Conduct a drive for 15 days to detect cases of loco running staff
being under intoxication while a day.
iii) A drive should be conducted covering all running rooms that
conditions are conducive for taking proper rest. Any shortcomings
noticed should be attended immediately.
iv) All Divisions to ensure that breathalyser available in crew booking
lobbies are functional and breathalyser tests are being carried out
as prescribed both at the time of ‘signing on ‘ and ’signing off’.
v) 10 hour rule should be strictly adhered. Sections on which running
is bad should be monitored at the Branch Officer level in divisions
to avoid cases of excess duty hours of running staff. In case there
are stations/sections, between normal crew changing points,
where cases of exceeding 10 hours are occurring regularly Railways
should plan road vehicles to send relief crew and take off the
working crew.
vi) All the divisions to ensure no LP/ALP overdue for PME is allowed to
work.
vii) Timely crew review to be send relief to ensure creation of crew to
match power plan to avoid longer hour working and enabling
provision of prescribed periodical rest.
5

viii)

Functioning of VCD in Loco should be monitored.

ix) It should be ensured that joint foot plate inspection for signal
sighting by power and S&T branch officers is being conducted as
per the prescribed periodicity.
x) ADRMs should review action being taken on unusual occurrences
being reported by Loco Running staff at the time of signing ‘Off’.
xi) A cause for concern has been the involvement of departmentally
promoted Loco pilot in many cases of SPAD. Divisions may review
and ensure that there is no laxity in the practical training and tests
which an ALP/Shunter has to undergo before being promoted and
detailed as Loco pilot for independently working trains. Divisions
should also intensify monitoring of new LPs in the initial two
months after promotion. Divisional Power officers should conduct
a monthly review of the monitoring done by the LIs and ensure
that all freshly promoted and ‘B’/’C’ category LPs are being
adequately covered.
A report should be sent to the Board within a month’s time showing
the action taken on the above aspects.
(Keshav Chandra)
Member Mechanical, Railway Board
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No.2006/CE-IV/LX/WP
Sub:

New Delhi, dated 02.05.2012

Clarification regarding Normal Position of LC

gate from

“closed to road traffic” to “open to road traffic”.
Ref:

i) Director/Safety, Rly Board letter No.

2000/safety

(A&R)/19/39 Pt. dt. 27.12.10.
(ii)

Advisor

/Signal,

Railway

Board

letter

No.2010/Sign/LX/2 dated 11.10.2010.
(iii) EDCE(B&S)II, RB letter No.2006/CE/-II/LX WP dated
07.05.2010.
(iv) Advisor Safety,Railway Board letter

No.2008/Safety

(A&R)/3/2dt 24.10.09.
(V) Director/CE,Railway Board letter No83/WI/LX/16/2 dated
24.10.1985.
(vi) EDCE(B&S) II, Railway Board Letter No.2206/CE-IV/misc2(RUBs) dt 18.04.2012
Board’s instruction under reference (ii),re-circulated by
Director/Safety/Railway Board, vide reference(i) above lays down
stipulations under which a manned level crossing gate should be
interlocked with station signals depending upon its location within or
outside station limits, respectively. The normal position of a manned
level crossing gate which is interlocked with station or gate signal is
generally “open to Road traffic”, since the same is protected by signal.
7

The normal position of a manned level crossing gate which is
not inter locked with station or gate signal is generally ”closed to road
traffic”, since the same is not protected by signal. However, in
addition to powers conferred to Railway Administration under Para
907 of IRPWM, normal position of the non-interlocked manned level
crossing gate can also be changed from ‘Closed to road Traffic” to
Open to Road Traffic” under one of the following situations:i) If the Manned Level Crossing gate (non-interlocked), qualifies for
interlocking (i.e, having TVUs>20000), the normal position can be
changed to “Open to Road Traffic” as an interim measure till the
manned level crossing gate is either eliminated or interlocked
(Authority: Ref.(v)&(vi) above).
ii) If manned Level Crossing Gate (non-interlocked) is situated on a
section where average number of trains during the 24 hours
period is less( say upto14), the normal position can be changed t
“Open to Road Traffic” regardless of the TVUs at the gate
(Authority: Ref.(iii) above).
In both the above cases, the decision about changing the normal
position of a manned level crossing

gate (non-interlocked) from

“Closed to Road Traffic’ to Open to Road Traffic” can be taken by DRM
with the approval of PCE/CE(Co-ordination) and COM, and after filling
the following conditions:8

i) Level crossing should not be situated on suburban section or in
automatic territory.
ii) Level Crossing should be equipped with lifting barriers;
iii) Telephone communications should be available with Gate Man and
Station Master for exchange of private numbers.’
iv) Road users should have clear visibility of track on either side of the
level crossings from a track distance of 600 meters on either side
of the level crossings.
v) As long as the gate is kept ‘Open to Road Traffic” a red flag by day
time and red light by night time should be displayed towards the
towards the approaching

trains on either side of the level

crossings;
vi) Level Crossing gate should be provided with whistle boards, Speed
Breakers/Rumble Strips as per standard design.
In order to avoid infrastructure on interlocking, Railways shall explore
the possibility of elimination of the manned level crossing gate (noninterlocked)”Open to Road Traffic” by sub-ways(Authority Ref.(iv)or
diversions roads or ROB. If the manned level crossing gate cannot be
eliminated, it should be interlocked on priority. PCE,COM and CSTE
should hold regular meeting(to be co-ordinated

by PCE) on

elimination or else interlocking of LCs so as to avoid in fructuous
expenditure.
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This supersedes Board’s letter under reference (iii) &(iv)
above
These issues with the approval of the Safety Directorate of the
Board.
(A.K.Srivastava)
Executive Director/Civil Engg./B&S-II
XXR MESSAGE

ISSUED ON 26.04.2012.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------NO.2012/SAFETY-I/3/SC. A special safety drive for a period of seven
days should be launched on the railways to ensure safe train
operation.
(1) All S&T staff should be counselled by the officers of the
division as well as headquarters on aspects of the staff
maintenance

and

for

procedures/precautions

following
while

prescribed

safety

undertaking

the

maintenance/repair/work execution.
(2) It must be ensured that the under no circumstances, staff
should resort to adopt short cut methods during the
maintenance /repair/work execution.
A clear assurance should be obtained from all Signal Maintenance and
Train operating staff in the following form.
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I .......................... , Designation .................... , hereby assure that I
shall

follow

the

stipulated

procedure

for

safe

train

operations/maintenance of signalling gears and equipment at my
station/section and shall not resort to any shortcut method for
running of trains.
DRMs shall obtain this certificate from ASMs, SMs/SSs and Signal
Technicians/JEs/SEs and resort compliance through CSOs and General
Manager by 03.05.2012.VIJAYA LAXMI (Railways).
VIJAYA LAXMI KAUSHIK
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR (SAFETY)

No.2012/SAFETY-I/3/6

New Delhi dated:22.05.2012

A spate of accidents involving passenger carrying trains have occurred
in the recent past causing loss of human lives. Safety in trains
operation has to be given top most priority. An immediate drive
involving officers of all departments including safety are launched
focussing the following:(i) Provision of Para 3.38 of G&SR with reference to setting of points
against the blocked line be ensured. After arrival of a train, it shall
be ensured by the station master that the points in rear on double
line section and at either ends on single line section must be set
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towards an occupied line or if all lines are occupied then towards a
line occupied by a less important train.
(ii) Loading of explosive material in SLRs including fuel laden motor
cycles/vehicles to be prohibited.
Imperative that general Managers should personally involve
themselves on safety related issues. Feedback on action taken be
advised to Board.
MITTAL/RAILWAYS

No.2012/Safety(A&R)/19/1

New Delhi, Date: 17.05.212.

C ORRIGEDUM
Sub:

Securing

of

vehicles/loads/trains/locomotives

at

stations and in block section.
Ref:

Board’s letter of even number dated 24.02.2012.

Para 2 of Board’s letter under reference may be read as under:“Additional

precautions

to

be

taken

while

stabling

vehicles/loads/train at a station with gradient steeper than 1 in 400
may have been prescribed under approved special instructions(by
CRS) and mentioned in SWR of respective station. These should be
followed scrupulously.........”
All other contents of the letter under reference shall remain the same.
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This has the approval of Board (ML, MM& MT).
(J.S.BINDRA)
Director/Safety
No.2012/Safety (A&R)/19/21

New Delhi, Date: 17.05.212.

CORRIGEDUM
Sub:

Stabling of load on main line of stations on gradients.

Ref:

Board’s letter of even number dated 07.02.2012.

2nd Para of Board’s letter under reference may be read as under:“It is reiterated that special operational restrictions may be
imposed by CRS s at stations with gradients steeper than 1 in 400.
Operational restrictions by CRS under approved special instructions
on stabling of loads with live engine at stations situated on gradients
upto 1 in 400 are not required, as agreed upon between Board and
Commission of Railway Safety during co-ordination meeting held on
10.08.2009. This means that approved special instructions are not
required for stations situated on gradients of 1 in 400 or flatter.”
All other contents of the letter under reference shall remain the same.
This has the approval of Board (ML, MM& MT)

(J.S.BINDRA)
Director/Safety
13

No.2004/M(L)//Misc.

New Delhi date:16.05.2012.

Sub:

Deployment of Fog Safe/Fog pass device.

Ref:

Board’s Letter of even no. Dated 24.10.2011

Vide Board’s letter under reference, further deployment of fog
safe devices was advised to the Zonal Railways. Since doubts were
raised about the effectiveness of this device, it was decided to put on
hold further procurement of devices other than those which were
already in the pipe line. It was decided that the devices already
available and those under procurement would be enough to put the
system on the extended trial. Railways were advised to take the
following action:(i) A redistribution of existing quantities was advised to ensure
that all trains nominated sections run with fog safe device.
Railways were asked to ensure handling over/collecting the
devices as per the distribution.
(ii) In case, requirement worked out by NR, NER and NWR were
more than those indicated in the above letter, the railways
were advised to undertake emergency procurement.
(iii) This device was not to be issued as a personal equipment to
the drivers.
(iv) Direct the Loco Pilots to record their feedback, while signing
on in the lobby.
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(v) To report the exact figures of defective devices to
Sr.ED/Signals/RDSO so that these could be complied and the
suppliers be persuaded to attend the defective ones on priority.
(vi) To immediately take the job of correcting the data to be filled
into devices so that they were available duly updated and
repaired for use by 15.11.2011.
Zonal

Railways

were

also

advised

vide

letter

No.

2010/Safety(A&R)/26/1 dated 12.08.2010 regarding system of trial
and feedback mechanism.
It is requested that the status of the above trials along with the
present availability of this devices be advised for further action. The
position may be sent by fax on 011-23386285 or email at director
traction@gmail.com by 31st May, 2012.
Feedback on performance and suggestions, if any, may be sent
directly to the signal dte. of RDSO for compilation.

(Shubranshu)
EDME (Traction)
Railway Board.
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Sub:

Incident of fire on 02 AC 3-Tier coaches of 13009 UP HowrahDehradun Express at 0235 hrs of 22.11.2011 between
Namiaghat and Parasnath stations on Grand Chord section
of Dhanbad Division of East Central Railway.

Ref:

Railway Board letter No.2011/Safety(A&R)/1/27 New Delhi,
Date: 07.05.2012.

CRS/Eastern Circle in his final report has inter-alia made the following
recommendations:
(i) Rec. 9.1.1: Escorting train staff must respond to incident of
smoke/fire in a coaching train promptly and effectively. A
proper training module and periodical drill in this regard are
considered essential.
(ii) Rec. 9.1.2: Railway should launch an immediate drive to
review implementation status of extant guideline on fire
prevention in a coaching train. Such exercises must
periodically be redone.
(iii) Rec.9.1.3: Surprise checks should also be done of luggage/
materials carried by passengers in view to identify articles
which may intentionally or accidently cause fire.
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Board (CRB) has decided that above recommendations be
implemented immediately. Please take action accordingly under
advice to Board.
(Alok Kumar)
Joint Director/Safety-IV

Sub:

Incidents of Signal Passing AT Danger (SPAD).

Ref:

Railway Board letter NO.2012/ELECT.,(TRS)/113/4

New

Delhi,Dated:31.05.2012
Increasing trend of SPAD cases is a cause of concern. Hon’ble
MR has emphasized that Safety has to be accorded highest priority. In
some cases, SPAD has led to collisions and derailments resulting in
immense loss of precious human life and Railway assets. In addition to
the instructions issued from time to time, important directives are
once again reiterated below:
(I)

Each and every case of SPAD should be thoroughly investigated
to arrive t arrive at the root cause and to initiate necessary
corrective/preventive actions.

(II) Close monitoring of duty hours and periodical rests must be
ensured. CMS, wherever provided should be fully utilized.
(III) Increased interaction with family members of the crew for
bringing about awareness on the need for proper rest at the
17

home station. 10 hour rule should be strictly adhered. Identify
the bad sections which should be monitored closely.
(IV) Running staff should be counselled on the use of Mobile phones
and alcohol policy. Ambush checks to be conducted to sensitize
the issue and to check the alertness of the crew. Railways to
ensure that Breathanalyser test equipment as per RDSO’s
specification are available at the lobbies and tests are being
carried out at the time of ‘Signing On’ and ‘Signing Off’.
(V) Fitment of VCD on all locos and its proper functioning should be
ensured by all Zonal Railways.
(VI) Ensure that the cases of SPAD / Accidents on the Railways
including cases of other Zonal Railways should be discussed in the
training centres for mass awareness. It should, preferably be
made a part of training module for all courses.
(VII) Pamphlets should be issued, in lines of safety bulletin, narrating
accident cases and action to be taken by Crew to avoid such
occurrences.
(VIII)APs need to be counselled for applying emergency brakes by
opening RS valve quickly in case they find lack if alertness on the
part f Loco Pilot while approaching signals.
(IX) Proper learning road (LR) of the crew in all section of their
jurisdiction must be ensured. Also ensure that running staff are
18

booked on all the routes by rotation so that their LR does not
become overdue.
(X) Intensive footplate inspection by officers /supervisors to be done
especially at “Vee” hours on Goods Trains. Officials on foot plate
should ensure that ALPs are calling put signals loudly and LPs are
also acknowledging the same.
(XI) Condition of Crew booking lobbies and Running Rooms should be
monitored and improved as per existing instructions, to ensure
proper quality of rest.
(XII) Proper feedback mechanism for acknowledgement of any
unusual incidents reported by the running staff and action taken
thereafter should be implemented.
(XIII) Officers should check the knowledge of the inspectors & Trainers
and their regular training must be ensured for bringing
conversant with latest modifications, new equipment s etc.,
(XIV)

All Loco Sheds should ensure that all safety items are being

checked and same are in working order as per the instructions
issued by CLW/RDSO. Working of all safety equipment should be
ensured before dispatching the locos for traffic service.
(XV) Effective night inspections at every level should be ensured with
immediate effect.

19

(XVI)

LPs/ALPs should be trained through properly tailored initial,

refresher and reorientation training regimen so that they are well
equipped to cope with modern technological initiatives.
A report should be submitted to the Board within a month’s time
showing the action taken on the above aspects.
(Kul Bhushan)
Member Electrical , Railway Board
Sub:

Serious Indicative Accidents on Northern Railway.

Ref:

Railway Board letter No. No.2011/Safety(A&R)/3/1
New Delhi, dated 04.06.2012

In the month of April,2012, four indicative accidents having
potentially serious repercussions on Safety Took place on Northern
Railway:
1. Averted collision at Panipat station on 11.04.2012
2. Derailment of a Tower Wagon at Sonepat Station on
10.04.2012.
3. Breach of Block Rules at Tapri station on 06.04.2012.
4. Averted collision at Tilak Bridge on 02.04.2012.
The details of these cases are given in Annexure along with yard
diagrams of the stations involved. Board (CRB) has desired that the
Railways be advised to take action to prevent such incidences on their
systems.
20

The staff involved in train operations and maintenance4 should be
suitably counselled so that they do not adopt short curt methods
which may lead to serious accidents.
(Sunil Kumar)
Advisor Safety, Railway Board
Annexure to letter No.2011/Safety(A&R)/19/3 dt:04.06.2012

1. Averted Collision at PNP station of DLI division on
11.04.2012
Description of the Accident:
ASAN-GZB BOXN load with multiple electric locos from
Tambala (UMB) side was received on line no.4 at PNP station. These
Multiple Electric Locos were planned to be detached and shunted via
line No.3. A goods train was approaching from Delhi direction. Inter
locking at the station did not permit taking ‘off’ of the shunt signal
(No.46) below the starter signal of line no.4 i.e., No.S-12. Shunt signal
No.36 also could not be taken ’off’ in the face of the approaching train.
A shunting order was issued and non-signalled shunting movement
carried out in face of an approaching train i.e., GDK/BHUL load coming
from Delhi side in violent of G&SRs 5.16 and 8.05. The shunting order
issued for above shunting movement did not specify the complete
details of shunting movements including shunting limit. There was
communication gap between SM and shunting staff. The multiple locos
21

were being piloted by a shunting staff but after passing shunt signal
No.46 and 36 in ‘ON’ position, multiple loco trailed through point
No.81B which was set in reverse for reverse for reception of train UP
GDK/BHUL on line no.5 causing bursting of the point. After trailing
through the points, the crew of the Multiple Loco saw UP GDK/BHUL
load coming, so the crew backed the load, leading to derailment of both
locos as point No.81B with dragging of 21 meters. In the mean time
crew of UP GDK/BHUL also controlled his train and both trains stopped
at a distance of 340 meters between the two, thereby averting collision.
Failure on the part of Railway staff was as under:
(i)

On duty SM issued incomplete and unclear shunting order and
failed to brief the shunting staff and crew properly about the
shunting movement and reception of goods train.

(ii) Shunting was permitted in the face of an approaching train and SM
on duty and the shunting staff allowed the crew to pass shunt
signal No.46 and 36 in ‘ON’ position, which were not defective, in
gross violation of G&SR 5.16 and 8.05 and provisions under SWR of
the station.
(iii) Points man, who was supervising shunting failed to ensure proper
setting of Point No.81B before permitting movement over it which
resulted trailing through and bursting of point and subsequent
derailment.
22

(iv) LP and ALP failed to ensure that the shunting order issued to them
is proper and did not observe setting of point No.81B and did not
stop locomotive before the point set against the direction (in
violation of GR 5.13(b) and carried subsequent reverse movement
which resulted in derailment).

2. Derailment of Tower Wagon at Sonipat Yard of DLI division
on 10.04.2012:
Description of the Accident:
On 10.04.2012 power and traffic block was given from 1620hrs to
1705 hrs on Down line between Sonipat and Sandalkalan stations.
Tower wagon was started from Line No.1 towards Sandalkalan side
on down line. Since Tower Wagon was to go on wrong line, it was a
non-signalled movement. While approaching point No. 50A point
was operated from panel by ESM from ASM Office which resulted
derailment of two leading wheels of Tower Wagon at the point.
Actually ESM/SNP had requested ASM verbally to operate Point
NO.49 for oiling/maintenance work as it was not coming in the
route of tower wagon. ASM on duty verbally allowed the operation.
However, due to mistake ESM operated Point NO. 50 instead of
Point No.49. Since it was non signalled movement, the route on
Panel was not lit.
Failure on the part of Railway staff was as under:
23

(i) Since it was a non-signalled movement, station master failed to
secure the route by clamping and pad locking the Point 50A
thereby violated GR 5.11(2) and SR 5.14/1(c) of Northern
Railway.
(ii) ESM/SNP was responsible for interference with panel without
issuing disconnection memo and obtaining acknowledging from
the Station Master on duty that too during movement of Tower
Wagon.
(iii) SM failed to lock the panel and keep the SM’s key of panel in
his custody during non-operational period of panel.

3. Averted Collision between an EMU and an Express at Tilak
Bridge Station of Delhi Division on 02.04.2012.
Description of accident:
At about 1325hrs of 02.04.2012, T.No. 64057 EMU stopped at
starter signal No.S-9 and was to go on UP GAL for GZB. At the
same time another train 1292 i.e., Shramjeeevi Express was passing
run through via East Line through Home Signal No.5 to UP GAL via
Signal No.13 and signal No.17. S&T staff was working in a location
Box near signal No.S-9 without disconnection which caused change
in the aspect of signal No.9 to yellow without being taken ‘off’ from
the panel. Observing ’Yellow’ aspect of Signal No..9 Loco Pilot of
T.No. 64057 started and occupied track circuit 9T and 74 BT. As soon
24

as SM on duty noticed that route of 9T and 74 BT became red,
immediately deputed a points an with red flag to stop the train and
talked with Motor man on walkie-Talkie set to stop the train. This is
a case of an averted collision as there was no intervening signal
between the final location of 64057 and the route of12392 trains.
Failure on the part of Railway staff was as under:
MCM/TKJ and JE/Sig/TKJ were working in location Box for
replacement of signalling cable without disconnection. Tampering
with cable connection led to change in signal aspect.

4. Reception of Mail/Express train on wrong line Tapri station
of DLI division on 06.04.2012.
Description of Accident:
On 06.04.2012 at 2137hrs T.No. 51907 Up Passenger
arrived on Line No.2 at Tapri Station from Shamli side, Route
of Home signal No.3 was not released due to failure of track
circuit 33T. This failure was rectified art 2230hrs. ASM on duty
was not fully aware of the position of Point No.34 as LED on
the panel of reverse indication of Point NO.34 was defective.
At about 2250hrs, T. No. 12903 was to be received on line
No.3 from GZB end.ASM on duty failed to set Point No.34 in
normal position as required for reception of train on line no.3
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as result, home signal could not be taken ‘off’. ASM thought it
as signal failure and issued T.369-3(b) for Home Signal No.1
without ensuring correct setting and locking of Point No.34 in
normal position. Since the Point No.34 was set in reverse the
train entered Line No.2 via Points 32 and 34 instead of Line
Number3.
Failure from the part of Railway staff was as under:(i) ASM/TPZ failed to ensure proper setting, clamping and
pad locking of Points in route before issuing T-369/3(b) to
the LP of 12903 UP in violation of G&SRs 3.68 and 3.69.
Points Man also handed over the authority to LP without
setting, clamping and padlocking the points in the route.
(ii) The LP and ALP also failed to stop the train before
entering Line No.2 after passing Home signal on the
authority of T-369/3(b) and violated SR 3.69/5c (i) of NR.
(iii) S&T/Khalasi, who was not authorised to open the relay
room, attend the failure.
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Section “B”
Some important rules

WEATHER WARNING
Arrangements exist with the Meteorological Department,
Government of India for issuing telegrams of warning and also
through FAX and email whenever storm / gales or for heavy
rainfall are expected. The conditions under which warnings are
issued are detailed below:
(i) Amount of rainfall considered dangerous – 5 cm and above
in 24 hours.
(ii) Wind velocity considered dangerous - 65 KMPH or above.
(iii) Period when warning will be given – throughout the year.
NORMAL WEATHER WARNINGS
 Conveying messages by IMD, GOI.
 The entire SCR territory has been divided into 7 zones.
 Weather warning telegrams will be classified as “XXW”
(weather warning) or “000” (weather immediate). These
telegrams will normally be delivered by the BSNL Office
direct to the Central Control Office/SC and Divisional Control
Offices concerned. Liaison should be kept with local BSNL
Authorities for the receipt of telegrams over phone to avoid
transit delay in actual delivery of the message.
 State Meteorological centres function at Hyderabad for
Andhra Pradesh state, at Bangalore for Karnataka and at
Mumbai for Maharashtra state. In addition, Cyclone Warning
Centre has been established at VSKP. The weather warning
telegrams will emanate from:
(i) Regional Meteorological Centre, Colaba, Mumbai
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for Zone I.
(ii) State Meteorological Centre,Hyderabad Airport,
Hyderabad for Zone II, III & IV.
(iii)Cyclone
Warning
Centre,
Andhra
University,
Vishakhapatnam for Zones V & VI.
(iv) State Meteorological Centre, HAL, Airport,
Bengaluru for Zone VII.
 The Cyclone Warning Centre, Vishakhapatnam will give the
adverse weather warning telegrams on depressions and
cyclonic storms coming from Bay of Bengal and storms are
still at sea for the coastal area of A.P.
 Long distance telephone calls will not be resorted to normally,
but on special occasions this mode of communication may be
utilised by the Forecasting Officer at his discretion.
LIST OF ZONES ON S.C.RAILWAY WITH THEIR AREAS COVERED
BY EACH ZONE FOR WHICH WARNING TELEGRAMS ARE ISSUED
S.N

Zone

1

I

State&
District

Maharashtra
Nasik,
Aurangabad,
Parbhani,
Nanded,
Osmanabad,
Akola
M.P
Khandwa

Railway
Section

MMR-BSX,
MUE-ADB
PBNPRLI,PAUAK-KNW

Telephone Nos.
& email
addresses

02462 – 261729
drmned@
scr.railnet.gov.in

Regional
Meteorolo
gical
Centre
issuing the
warning
RMC,
Colaba,
Mumbai –
400005
Tel.
No.
0228393473,
8394105,
26823009.
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KamalnagarPRLI

2

II

Andhra
Pradesh
Adilabad,
Karimnagar,
Nizamabad,
Warangal,
Medak

KZJ-BPQ,
KZJ-DKJ,
SSPD-ZB,
MAGHGDCR,
PDPL-KRMR

ME-BSX

3

III

Andhra
Pradesh
Khammam,
Nalgonda,
Hyderabad,
Mahaboobnagar

040– 27823156&
27823905
drmsc.railnet.
gov.in

040-27823156
drmsc.railnet.gov.
in

SMC,
Hyderabad
–500 019
Tel
No.
04027908506
27904950

040-278223905
drmhyb@scr.
railnet.gov.in

DKJ-MDR
DKJ-BDCRMUGR
KRA-SYI
SC-ALER
BMT-HYB
SC-NWG
VKB-SSPD

040-27823156
drmsc.railnet.gov.
in

SC-ME,
SC-KRNT

040-278223905
drmhyb@scr.railn
et.gov.in

SMC,
Hyderabad
–500 019
Tel
No.
04027908506
27904950
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4

5

IV

V

Andhra
Pradesh
Kurnool,
Anantapur,
Kadapa,
Chittoor

Andhra
Pradesh
Guntur,
Prakasham,
Nellore

Nalgonda,
Kurnool

GTL-MALM,
GTL-RU, RUVKI,
GTLDMM, DMMPAK, PAKKPD, PAKRU,
GTLBVL, GTLDHNE,
DHNE-NDL,
PDKL-GY,
GTL-KLU
KRNTDHNE,

08552-227882
drmgtl.railnet.gov
.in

BZA-GDR

0866-2578860
drmbza@scr.railn
et.gov.in

MRGANDKD, GNTDKD, GNTTEL-RAL,
GNT-KCC,
DKD-NDL
PGDP-NLDA
MRGA-GNTMCLA

08663-2234152
drmgnt@scr.railn
et.gov.in

SMC,
Hyderabad
–500 019
Tel
No.
04027908506
27904950

040-278223905
drmhyb@scr.railn
et.gov.in

CWC, A U
Campus,
Vishakapat
nam – 530
003
Tel.
No.
08912543034,
2543036
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Nellore

6

7

VI

VII

Andhra
Pradesh
Vishakapatnam,
East Godavari
West Godavari,
Krishna

Karnataka
Raichur,
Bellary,
Mohammadaba
d,
Bidar,
Gulbarga

GDR-VKI

08552-246351,
245427
drmgtl@scr.railne
t.gov.in

BZA-VSKP,
SLO-COA,
BZA-GDVMTM, GDVBVRM-NS,
BVRM-NDDCCT0KPLH

0866-2578860
drmbza@scr.railn
et.gov.in

MDR-KI,
MTMI-JPTN

040-27823156
drmsc.railnet.gov.
in

BAY-BVL,
MALMWADI

08552-227882
drmgtl@scr.railne
t.gov.in

ZB-KMNR,
NWG-CT,
SUH-WADI

040-27823156
Drmsc.railnet.gov
.in

CWC, A U
Campus,
Vishakapat
nam – 530
003
Tel.
No.
08912543034,
2543036
SMC,
Hyderabad
–500 019
Tel
No.
04027908506
27904950
SMS, HAL
Airport,
Bangalore
– 560017
Tel
No.
08022211118,
22235675
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ACTION BY THE DIVISIONAL CONTROL OFFICE
(a) The Chief Controller shall give the copy of message to all
Controls, i.e., Engineering Control, Traction Power Control,
Traction Loco Control, Power (diesel) Control, Security
Control, Commercial Control, Electrical Control, S&T
Control/Test Room. It is the responsibility of these controls in
their turn to inform the Officers, Supervisors and all concerned
pertaining to their Departments for taking necessary steps to be
in readiness for meeting any eventuality. They should record
the names and designations with the time and date to whom the
message has been repeated.
(b) The SCOR shall repeat the message to SMs on the section
likely to be affected and record the names of SMs on duty to
whom the telegram has been repeated.
Note: In respect of sections which are not controlled or when
the control phone is interrupted, an “XXR” (immediate)
telegram should be issued by the Chief Controller to the
Officials referred above.
(i) The preamble of the weather / cyclone warning telegram
and the text as received from the Meteorological Department
should be reproduced verbatim in the text of the “XXR”
telegram, the text of the message should be worded as shown
below;
Regional Meteorological Centre …………….. (here
enter the name of the Meteorological Centre) XXW/000 (insert
whichever class is used by the Meteorological Department)
telegram coded ……….. (Insert the code of the original
message) dated ……….. (Date of the original message) reads
………. (Reproduce the text of the Meteorological telegram
verbatim).
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(ii) A register should be maintained in each Control of each
Department i.e., Engineering Control, Traction Power Control,
Traction Loco Control, Power (diesel) Control, Security
Control, Commercial Control, Electrical Control, S&T
Control/Test Room showing full particulars of the receipt and
action taken on the weather / cyclone warning telegrams,
showing the date and time of receipt of warning telegram, the
full text of the telegram and the date and time of despatch of
telephonic advices to the Officials concerned and the initials of
the SMs on duty to whom the telegram has been repeated.
ACTION BY THE SM

Intimation to staff: On receipt of weather / cyclone
warning advice from the SCOR, the SM should take the
following action;
SM on duty at station where ADENs / SSE/SE-P.Way /
SSE/SE-Works / SSE/SE-OHE/PSI are headquartered should
immediately arrange to handover the parties concerned a copy
of the verbatim telegram received from the SCOR and obtain
acknowledgement. If they are out of headquarters, the SM shall
advice the controller on duty who will then be responsible for
ensuring that the contents of the telegram are communicated
verbatim to Engineering and TRD officer at the station.
Date &
time of
receipt

Text of
message in
full

Name /
Designation of
officials to
whom message
was repeated

Signatur
e of the
SM

Actual
weather
condition
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The office copy of the telegram on which acknowledgement
has been taken should also be pasted in the register.
 Precautions to be taken by the SM, LP/ALP and Guard
regarding control of trains during storm and strong
wind:
(i) When the warning message forecasting cyclone, storm or
strong wind has been received from the Meteorological
Department and/or there is a reasonable doubt that severe
storm is going to break out endangering the safety of
passenger carrying trains etc., the SM shall, in consultation
with the Guard and the LP/ALP of the train regulate the train
and also refuse to grant line clear to a train coming to his
station until storm abates and he considers safe for the
movement of trains.
(ii) Should a train be caught on the run in a cyclone, storm or
strong wind of an intensity which in the opinion of the
LP/ALP, is likely to endanger the safety of the train he shall
immediately control the speed of his train a and bring it to a
stop at the first convenient place taking care as far as
possible to avoid stoppage of the train at places like sharp
curves, high embankments and bridges (including
approaches thereof). In controlling the speed and bringing
the train to a halt, the LP shall stop his train carefully and
without a jerk. He shall restart the train in consultation with
the Guard only after the cyclone, storm and wind abates and
it is considered safe to proceed.
(iii) The Guard and LP/ALP of the train in co-operation with
the railway staff travelling in the train shall try to see that
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doors and windows of the coaches are kept open by the
passengers to allow free passage of the wind through the
coaches.
ACTION BY SE/P.WAY
(a) The SE/P.Way on receipt of weather / cyclone warning
message should arrange to advise Monsoon Patrolman /
Watchmanand Gangmates to be extra vigilant. During the
fair season, he should introduce Monsoon Patrolling as soon
as possible and also post Watchman as required at all
vulnerable locations and bridges by day and as well as by
night for a period extending upto 48 hours beyond the period
specified in the Weather / Cyclone warning telegram.
(b) The SE/P.Way should be out in his section as far as possible
by trolley during period of warning and 48 hours beyond.
(c) Monsoon Patrolling: Commencement and termination – if
the local condition warrants, the SE/P.Way of the section
concerned may introduce or continue night patrolling outside
the stipulated dates; duly advising ‘all-concerned’ (1003 of
IRPWM). In other words, he cannot discontinue or terminate
the Monsoon Patrolling within the stipulated period.
(d) Vulnerable locations: Stationary Watchman should be
posted round the clock at every nominated location during
the Monsoon period (1014(3) of IRPWM).
Sign board: Sign boards will be fixed during the Monsoon
period only, i.e., on both sides of vulnerable points at a
distance of 400m on each side (Item 9.8 of Appendix IV of
G&SR).
(e) Monsoon Emergency Reserve Stock: The locations and the
prescribed quantities of Monsoon emergency reserve stock
i.e., sand, boulders and empty cement bags. It should be
ensured that the materials are made available accordingly,
before the onset of Monsoon.
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In addition to Monsoon reserve stock mentioned above,
the following materials are to be kept ready on wheels for
handling any emergency situations like breaches and wash-aways.
(i) 10 covered wagons each filled with boulders and sand
at RU, KCC & KZJ.
(ii) RH girders one set each of 16.3m and 13.4m length
on BFRs with 50 Nos. of steel cribs (duly secured) at
RU, KCC & KZJ.
ACTION BY TPC
The TPC of the Division should immediately repeat the weather /
cyclone warning message telegram verbatim on control
telephone to all concerned AEE, OHE/PSI Depot in-charge of
the section likely to be affected for taking adequate steps as to be
in readiness for meeting any eventualities, and then circulate the
contents of the telegram to the officers concerned in Divisional
Headquarters office. The TPC shall always be in a state of
readiness to take quick and prompt action to tackle the situation.
He will keep continuous liaison with the field officials,
headquarters officers, apart from the neighbouring Divisions for
seeking help as the circumstances warrant.
The AEE will be in their respective headquarters. Their
further movements depending upon the damages caused to
OHE/PSI installations due to cyclone will be guided by
Sr.DEE/TRD.
All Sr. Supervisors and Officers of the TRD Branch
should also keep the TPC informed of their movements. These
instructions also apply to other key personnel.
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ACTION BY OHE/PSI DEPOT IN-CHARGE
(a) The OHE/PSI Depot in-charge on receipt of weather /
cyclone warning shall be in a state of readiness to meet any
emergency for arranging emergency staff to be vigilant and
be available in Headquarters. They shall be in readiness to
move at a short notice.
(b) BD Vehicles, i.e, Tower Car, Wiring Train, Lorries and all
breakdown tools, shackles and ladders, generator sets,
portable flood lights etc., shall be kept ready for movement
at any instant.
(c) OHE material like conductors, insulators, fittings shall be
kept ready.
****

Section “C”
Latest Amendments

---- NIL ----
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Section “D”
DOs & DON’Ts – Operating Staff

DOs
 Ensure the entries in the TSR are legible and complete.
 Ensure red ink entries in TSR are made as per BWM
guidelines.
 Ensure that SM in-charge is checking the TSR daily.
 Ensure the reasons for route cancellations are properly made.
 Ensure PN is exchanged with the Gateman of non-interlocked
LC Gate before granting / obtaining line clear for a train.
 Ensure that correct signals are taken ‘off’ for the departure of
the train.
 Ensure emergency cross over is tested once in 24 hours and
keep a record of the same.
 Ensure that all the Operating staff of the station + staff
reporting on relieving duties are acknowledging the
amendments issued to SWR apart from other occasions.
 Ensure all the signal / point / track circuit / axle counter /
block / telecom failures, etc., are correctly recorded in the
S&T Failure Register.
 Ensure that stock of all train passing documents is available at
the station.
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 Ensure that all securing precautions are taken care while
stabling a formation / rake at the station on a running / nonrunning line including exchanging of PN with the SCOR apart
from entering the details in the prescribed register.
 Ensure brought forwarding of all caution orders is done at
0000 hours of every Monday in the geographical order in
relation to the direction of the movement.
 Ensure Weather Warning messages are properly recorded as
per the verbatim received and the same are advised to the
Engineering and Electrical Departments on time with proper
acknowledgement.
 Ensure setting of points against the occupied line as per GR
3.38 (2) immediately on arrival of the stopping train at the
station.

DON’Ts
 Do not overwrite the entries in TSR.
 Do not forget to issue failure memo before authorising the
Signal Staff to work on S&T equipment in case of failures.
 Do not forget to exchange PN with the Guard of all
stopping trains to ensure complete arrival of train at those
stations where there are no BPACs or when the available
BPACs are defective.
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 Do not initiate the Calling-ON cancellation before the
complete arrival of the train into the station.
 Do not entrust the job of correct setting, clamping and
padlocking of points during signal / point failures to the
Pointsman for reception and departure of trains.
 Do not forget to exchange messages with the SM of
adjacent block station before introduction of PLCT
working and before restoring normal block working as per
BWM guidelines.
 Do not allow any Operating Staff to append their
acknowledgement in the register without understanding
the contents of the safety literature received from time to
time.
 Do not forget to make red ink entries in TSR and Station
Diary about the complete details of Night Patrolman such
as name, designation, time of arrival, time of departure,
etc.,
 Do not forget to prepare Shunting Order T.806 in triplicate
before authorising shunt movements unless the same is
exempted by Sr. DOM of the Division.
 Do not forget to place ‘line blocked caps’ on the relevant
signal / point buttons which is occupied with a vehicle/s.
 Do not encourage the staff to adopt shortcut methods.
 Do not encourage short shunt movements.
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 Do not forget to pass a remark that ‘no train in the block
section’ before accepting T. 351 (S&T Disconnection
Notice) for normal block instrument maintenance.
 Do not reset the axle counter unless the section is clear of
obstruction.
 Do not permit backward movement over a trailed through
point which was wrongly set to prevent derailment.
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Section “E”
Accident Cases

 History of the incident: On 2nd April 2012 at about
0025 hours while Train No. 17032 HYB-CSTM
Express was on run via loop line of SUH station of
SC Division, the loco derailed. As a result of this
Mainline and loop line was obstructed. However, no
casualties.
Cause: Defects in track parameters (non-uniform
gauge at turn out and excessive twist, lack of super
elevation).
Staff held responsible: SSE/P.Way/SEM was held
responsible.
Matters brought to light: At the wheel gauge of
DLS/KZJ was showing an error of + 1mm when
calibrated at LGDS. The last calibrated date was on
01.4.2012 and valid upto 01.10.2012. this gauge
was last calibrated at LGDS.
Suggestions and recommendations:
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1. High resolution digital camera with separate
flash light need to be provided in the ARTs as the
existing cameras with inbuilt light is not meeting
the requirement to study the detailed evidence.
2. The safety track parameters are required to be
specified as there is no limit prescribed for the
running of train below 50 KMPH. This gives the
maintainer to limit the parameters within the
prescribed range as of now, below 50 KMPH
speed, range of gauge to be maintained is not
prescribed. When no limits are prescribed for
lower speed, the track maintenance staff will
have no control over track parameters in yard as
of now the yards / loop lines are elevated to run
the train upto 30 KMPH.
 Brief of the case: On 28th April 2012 while TKD ‘N’
Container Goods was entering on to Road No.8 of
BTTR station of BZA Division, three rearmost
container wagons derailed. Through running is not
affected.
Cause: Due to defective yard layout.
Staff held responsible: No staff is held responsible.
 History of the accident: On 3rd May 2012 at about 1848
hours while Train No. JSWT DN BOXNL was rolling onto
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Road No. 9 of Bitragunta station of BZA Division, two
wagons (34th and 35th from loco) derailed. Through running
was not affected.
Cause: Defects in yard layout (against the provisions
contained in IRPWM), i.e., instead of 1 in 12 turn out 1 in 8
½ turnout was provided from inside of the curve 50.
Staff held responsible: No staff is held responsible.
 History of the accident: On 14th May 2012 while Train No.
DKAE/BTPN Load was on run between Markapur –
Gajjalekonda stations of Hyderabad Division one wagon
loaded with coal tar derailed obstructing the through running
for about 9 hours.
Cause: Hot axle.
Staff held responsible: Pratapnagar Workshops staff are
held primarily and the Guard of the train and SM/TLU are
held as secondary responsible.
 History of the accident: On 21st May 2012 at about 1743
minutes while BLC rake (container) special was being
admitted into Gudur station of BZA Division, 2 wagons
derailed on Point No.19A.
Cause: Combination of two factors, i.e., loading and wagon
defects. Differential loading in both containers on the same
and lack of pivot smoothness due to old scratches on pivot
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surface, total absence of lubricant and work out inserts.
Track fastenings caused lateral resistance to rails.
Staff held responsible: Commercial/CONCOR staff are
held primary for the reason that wagons are not evenly
loaded on all springs; and Shops/LLHM for not ensuring the
centre pivot of the bogie with proper lubrication with
graphite flakes at the time of assembly and Engineering staff
for failure to find and report the consistently working out of
loose fittings as secondary responsibility.
Matters brought to light:
1. CASM/South failed to be present till the whole train
passed before his Cabin.
2. Guard of the train protected only in rear towards MAS
end but failed to protect towards RU end.
3. CHC/BZA failed to co-ordinate with Southern Railway
Authorities in clearing the rear portion to Oduru station
of S.Railway as a result of which there was more
detention to trains. Train No. 12295 was waiting at
Oduru station for clearance of this Goods train and the
engine of this express should have been used to pull back
the rear portion of the Goods train.
4. Joint observations by Supervisors was not properly
recorded at the accident spot.
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 History of the accident: On 10th June 2012 while TNPM
Goods was leading from Road No. 2 of Gudur station of
BZA Division, 3rd wagon from BV derailed on Point
No.18A as a result of which UP Mainline was obstructed for
about 4 hours.
Cause: Track defects (slack gauge on points and crossings).
****

Section “F”
Test your knowledge

1. Staff of other Railway working trains on this
Railway shall be examined for the knowledge of
rules by ------------------- / -----------------------.
2. Inspecting Officials shall test the knowledge of
staff working their control for the usage of
detonators once in ------------------3. Inspecting Officials are responsible to test the
detonators in possession of Railway Servants
within their jurisdiction once in ----------------------------46

4. When LP explodes three detonators in a space
of 40m, he shall -----------------------------------------.
5. After trailing through a wrongly set point, the
LP shall -------------, ---------------, -------------------.
6. if the train is stopped in the calling ‘on’ zone, it takes -----

---------- seconds for the signal to come to ‘off’ aspect, if
signal is initiated.
7. Which is the first air-conditioned superfast double-

decker train on Indian Railways?
8. Brake feel test to be conducted for all coaching trains at

a speed of ………… KMPH.
9.

What are the important salient features of WDG 5
locomotive?

10. What are the ‘three short words’ towards Operational

Strategy for the 12th plan?

KEY
1. Counsellors / Inspectors.
2. 3 months.
3. 12 months.
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4. Control the train and be prepared to stop short of
obstruction.
5. Stop the train, consult the SM and Guard, proceed further
if it is programmed and in any case shall not back the
train.
6. 60 seconds.
7. On 1st October 2011 it was flagged off from Howrah station
to Dhanbad and the formation has 9 coaches.
8. 15 KMPH.
9. Following are some of the special features:











5500 Horse Power.
Collision protection, heated ventilation and air
conditioned cab.
Provision of toilet.
Visual TFT based display and ergonomically designed
driving seat.
Better visibility through enlarged MMD (Maximum
Moving Dimension).
Capable of hauling CC+8+2 BOXN loads at 90
KMPH.
5% fuel efficient.
Automatic electric start / stop provision.
Fuel tank of 7500 litres capacity to provide long runs
without refueling.
Cost is 16.8 crores against the cost of 17.5 crores for
the 4000 horse power prototype loco.
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10. The three short words are “heavier”, “longer” and
“faster”.

Section “G”
Safety Drives launched


No. Safety.387/SD/Vol.IV.

Dated: 4th April 2012

A derailment at Bhuj station of Western Railway on 03.04.2012 the
loco and 3 front coaches entered into dead end while he train was
being admitted at the terminal station. Prima facie of the accident is
attributed to failure of train crew to connect brake pipe from the loco
to the first coach and connecting only the feed pipe at the time of
resorting to single pipe working on the train while attending to ACP ,
thus resulting in train becoming unbraked. The guard also failed to
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detect zero pressure in the brake pipe from his pressure gauge in SLR.
Crew and Guard also failed to perform continuity test and rake feel
test as per GR 4.32 and SR 4.32(9) (C) of Western Railway.
CRB vide his fax message No.2012/Safety-I/3/4 dated 4.4.12
desired a 15 day drive to be launched to cover the above aspects.
Hence as directed by CRB a 15 day drive may be launched with
immediate effect. During the drive the following should be ensured:
 That whenever integrity of the rake is disturbed or any brake
defect or irregularity, which affected the continuity of brake
system, is detected or attended enroute, air pressure continuity
test must be done before starting the train and brake feel test
should also be done in the first block section.
 Guards should be vigilant so as to ensure adequacy of pressure
and continuity of brake power from the BP gauge of SLR.
 Proper training to running staff must be imparted in resetting
the ACP handle isolating the coach, temporary changing braking
system from twin pipe to single pipe, reading signs of
malfunctioning of braking of train, etc.
 Emphasis must also be given on ensuring proper checks during
primary maintenance.
 It must be ensured that brake system including ACP working
order, especially in newly received coaches.
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 Loco Inspectors should be deputed for pictorial methods of
educating the running staff about defects in the braking system
and correct method to rectify the same.
CRB in his fax message mentioned that Hon’ble MR has directed
that all such lapses must be viewed very seriously and strict
disciplinary action taken against delinquent staff and responsibility
must also be fixed at higher levels for such failures occurring on
line.
On completion of the drive a detailed report may be sent by
25.04.12 covering all the above aspects together with irregularities
noticed and action taken if any staff have been taken up the type
of penalty (major/minor)proposed may also be indicated.
 No. Safety.387/SD/Vol.IV.

Dated: 3rd May 2012.

In a recent accident on S.Railway a Goods train derailed due
to adoption of short cut method in attending the failure of cross
over by intervening with the points control circuits. In order to
prevent such irregularities GM vide his DO letter SG.71.II.Vol.28
dated 26.04.12 directed all DRMs to issue the following
instructions to all concerned for immediate implementation.
 In the event of any signal failure the signal maintenance has to
be called by Station Master on duty by giving prescribed failure
memo as per SWR.
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 The signal maintainer , after the receipt if the failure memo,
shall arrange to rectify the failure by taking dis-connection
memo , as also after making proper entries in the register for
relay room opening etc.
 After the rectification of the failure, the reconnection memo
shall be issued by signal maintainer to station master shall
resume the signal operation after checking that failed gear is
working in a satisfactory manner.
 During the intervening period of issue of failure memo and
receipt of the rectification memo from signal maintainer, the
station master shall work the trains as per GR para 3.68,3.69 &
3.70 and SRs thereof, copy of which is enclosed as ready
reference.
Further GM directed:
1. Sr.DSTE &SR.DSO to launch a special drive to counsel all the
signal supervisors, signal maintainers, station masters
pointsmen etc to strictly adherre to the above procedure.
2.

Frequent surprise checks , night checks etc to ensure
compliance.

In view of the above, a special drive involving Sr.DSTE & Sr.DSO
may be launched for a period of 15 days with immediate effect. The
drive shall focus on counselling the above staff. In addition, surprise
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checks particularly during nights shall be intensified at all levels for
ensuring compliance of the above instructions.
On completion of the drive a detailed report duly seen by DRM
covering Number of staff counselled.
 Number of surprise checks conducted during day.
 Number of surprise checks conducted during night.
 Number of stations/sections covered.
 Number of staff found adopting short cut methods/action
taken.
 Any other relevant information,
Shall be be sent to this office by 21.05.2012 for apprising GM.
(P.N.RAM)
CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER)
 No. Safety.387/SD/Vol.IV. dated: 23rd May 2012
In view of a number of passenger train accidents, in the recent past
causing loss of human lives. CRB vide fax message number
2012/safety-I /3/6 dated 22.05.2012, copy of which is enclosed has
directed to launch a safety drive with focus on:1. Setting of points against the blocked line as per GR 3.38.
2. Prevention of loading of explosive material in SLRs including fuel
laden motor cycle / vehicles.
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On the above FAX message, GM expressed concern and has observed
as under:“I have been stressing on strict enforcement of para 3.38 for last one
year , pl. Ensure that no leniency is permitted on this”
In view of the above, a drive for a fortnight may be launched with
immediate effect with emphasis on the following: Provision of Para 3.38 of GR with reference to setting of points
against the blocked line be ensured. After arrival of a train, it shall
be ensured by station master, that the points in rear on double line
and at either end on single line section must be set towards an un
occupied line or if all lines are occupied then towards a line
occupied by less important train.
Also it should be ensured that the following SR of SC Railway is
followed strictly.
Provision of SR 3.38.6
a. Normally the points are set to straight line (generally), if it is
free.
b. Immediately on arrival of the train, the points in rear on
double line and on either side on single line are set to
obstructed line.
c. If all the lines at a station happen to be blocked, when line
clear has been granted to a train, the points should be set for
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the line occupied by a stabled load or goods train in that t
order so that in case of mishap, the chances of causalities are
minimised.
d. In case of all the lines at a station are occupied by a passenger
carrying trains, points should be set for main line, to negotiate
which the speed of the incoming train would be reduced which
in turn would minimise the consequences/causalities. While
doing so, points may be set for a loop line occupied by a train,
if any, whose engine is facing the direction of approach of the
incoming train rather than for the loop line occupied by a train
where passenger coach, will in the case of a collision, receive
the impact.
Strict observance of the above provisions to be ensured. Staff
found violating the above provisions without valid reasons should be
taken up severely working of such staff should be monitored by a
senior official for preventing recurrence. Any leniency without valid
reasons should be viewed seriously.


CRB’s direction regarding loading of explosive material in SLRs
including fuel laden motor cycles/vehicles to be prohibited
should be widely circulated for strict implementation by all
SMRs. Commercial loading staff at all levels. Stern action
should be taken against defaulting staff.
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On completion of the drive a detailed report may be sent to by
11.06.2012 covering the above in the following format:
S.No

Name of the Aspects

Irregularities Action

Station

noticed

checked

details

( taken
of

defaulting
staff )
(P.N.RAM)
CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER

 No.Safety.157/SD/Vol.II
SUB:

Date: 05.06.2012.

Safety Drive for observing International Level
Crossing Awareness Day (ILCAD) on 7th June,2012.

Every Year, UIC (International union Of Railways) observes
one day as the International Level Crossing Awareness Day (ILCAD).
This year, 7th June 2012 is being observed as ILCAD.
In view of the above a seven days long drive may be launched
specially targeting safety at unmanned level crossings with effect from
7th June, 2012. During the drive emphasis should be laid on the
following:
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I. Organizing public awareness campaigns to educate/counsel
villagers, educational institutions and road users and make
them aware of the provisions of Motor Vehicles Act and Railway
Act by distributing Posters, Pamphlets, Hand bills etc,. In Gram
Panchayats, Markets, Petrel Pumps and other public places,
SMS on mobile to Road Users staying near rural areas.
II. Publicity

campaign

through

various

media

including

Newspapers, Nukkad Nataks, Televisions, Radio and slides in
cinema halls any local variations like Loud speakers mounted on
rickshaws with an appeal to road users to observe all
precautions embodied in Motor Vehicles Act and Railway Act.
III. Organising safety seminars at various places in the Divisions
including Road Transport Offices and Educational Institutions.
IV. Checking the whistling habits of Loco pilots (as per
Modifications to whistle code circulated vide letter No.
2010/Safety(A&R)/19/8 dated 14.05.2010) while approaching
the level crossings by deputing officers and supervisors in the
first coach immediately after the Locos and EMUs.
V. Joint Ambush checks involving RPF, GRP & Civil authorities at
the level crossings and apprehending errant road users under
sections of MV Act.
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VI. Ensuring availability of Speed Breakers, Whistle Boards, Road
signs and stop boards as per provisions laid down in the
IRPWM.
The drive should involve Civil, Safety and Security Officers and
Inspectorial staff.
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Section “H”
Accident Statistics
Last Year LY; Current Year:: CY

SN

Category

CONSEQUENTIAL

Collision
Derailments
Mid-section
At station
Sub-total
3
LC accidents
Manned
Unmanned
Sub-total
4
Fire on trains
Total consequential

Train Accidents – (cumulative: 01.4.2012 to 30.9.2012)
SC
BZA
GTL
HYB
GNT
LY CY LY CY
LY
CY LY CY LY CY

NED
LY CY

Total
LY CY

1
2

2
1
1

2

1
4
4

1

2
2

1
1

6

1

1
1

1
1

2
0
2

1
5
6

2
2

3
3

INDICATIVE

5
6

Averted
Collision

SPAD cases
Grand total

1

2

1

1

1

4

9
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